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Estimation of Muscle Active State* G. F. ]nbar and D. Adam Biological Control Laboratory, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel



Abstract. A method is presented for the estimation of the complete time course of muscle active state. The method is based on the selection of a proper model for the muscle, consisting of linear and non-linear components, and on the estimation of its parameters from a simple experiment. The model's parameters are estimated, using the least square method, from measurements of a tetanized muscle's response to a change of its length. The time course of the active state is calculated from an isometric twitch tension response of the same muscle. The twitch tension response is taken as the system's output, and the active state as its input. The latter can be estimated since the system parameters have already been estimated from the tetanized muscle experiment. Experiments were performed on the gastrocnemius muscle of frogs and cats. Results are given for the whole active state time course of these muscles. The results show that the peak active state force does not reach tetanic value, and a negative force is generated during the relaxation period. Additional experiments were carried out with the purpose of verifying the existence of this force; however, no conclusive results were obtained.



I. Introduction



The active state (AS) of muscles has been the subject of many investigations, which so far have been unable to give a complete description of one of the muscles' most important roles, i.e. its ability to bear a load (Wilkie, 1967). The problem with evaluating a muscle's AS was always the inability to measure it directly, since its effect can be detected only at the muscle tendon, where it is already masked by the viscoelastic properties of the tissues transmitting it from the contractile machinery. * This research was supported by the Julius Silver Institute of Bio-Medical Engineering Sciences, Grant 050-304



In most studies, as well as in the one presented here, a two component model of the muscle is assumed, containing an elastic component in series with a contractile component. The characteristics of the elastic component can be easily evaluated; however, those of the contractile element can not be measured directly. Thus the different descriptions of the AS time course were calculated from indirect measurements, at times when the masking effect of the elastic component could be overcome. Most of the existing methods for calculating a muscle's AS suffer from one deficiency or another. The main deficiency is their inability to predict the full time course (rise time, peak, and complete decay characteristics), in addition to the disturbances which most methods impose upon the contractile element, i.e. quick stretch or quick muscle release. It was proposed (Gasser and Hill, 1924) that, by supplying a quick stretch to an isometrically contracting muscle, the elastic component can be increased to the extent that its tension equals the force developed by the contractile component at that instant. By applying quick stretches at different instants during the development of the twitches, a time course of the force generated by the contractile component was obtained. The peak AS force during a twitch, as calculated using this method, is equal to the muscle's tetanus level. Using this method, only the declining portion of the AS was obtained, since Hill assumed that the quick stretch had no effect on the contractile component. As this component is stretched during the quick stretch, and as it has been found to be sensitive to the velocity of change of its length, Hill's conclusions were subject to criticism. Some of his measurements even contradicted his conclusions, since the measured force during a quick stretch was nearly 25 % higher than the maximal tetanic force. The same idea was applied in a different method (Ritchie, 1954), wherein the muscle was released for
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a fixed length at different times after a single stimulus. The tension which at first falls, rises again because the contractile component is still active. The peaks of the isometric tension, where dT/dt = 0, lie on the AS curve. This method is limited, since only part of the decay of the AS can be investigated. Ritchie's method was improved, however, (Edman, 1970, 1971), and for the first time the rise time of the AS was obtained. After the redevelopment of tension, as in Ritchie's experiment, another stimulus was given. A new set of extremum points this time minimal tension points--were obtained. The line connecting these points provide the rising phase of the AS curve. The rise time, 3-4 ms long, and the decay time were both found to be independent of length, and only the AS peak was length dependent. However, in Edman's method the peak and the end of the decay are not measured and can only be extrapolated. The time of the peak, its shape and its amplitude are unknown. The comparison of the time course of tension development between an isometric twitch and tetanus was proposed (McPherson and Wilkie, 1954) as a new method for the AS evaluation. The instant that the two curves diverge was suggested to be the beginning of the decay of the AS. The resolution of the measurements is greatly improved by differentiating the signal s, enabling more accurate determination of the point of separation. This method does not measure any of the other previously defined characteristics of the AS. The AS phenomenon was also studied (Jewell and Wilkie, 1960) by utilizing the muscle's ability to shorten. The measurements were carried out under isotonic conditions, and the release was done at different times during an isometric twitch. As in Ritchie's work, the peaks, where dx/dt= 0, provide points along the falling phase of the AS curve. The measurements were repeated for different loads, and the AS curve was obtained at Vo (velocity of shortening with no load) and Po (the force at zero velocity). The latter should have coincided with Ritchie's result from the isometric measurements. Since the curves were not similar, Ritchie's experiment was repeated with a smaller release. The similarity of the results emphasizes the importance of both methods; however, in both cases only the decay of the AS is produced. Other methods have been developed (Ritchie, 1954; Gable, 1968), based on the same principles. An analytic synthesis of the muscle's dynamic behaviour was developed (Bahler et al., 1967, 1968) as a new approach to the AS dynamics, since it represents the contractile component as a force generator shunted by a velocity dependent internal load. The AS time course can be calculated from the isometric tension-time curve of a twitch, the strain-stress curve of the series elastic component, and the isometric



force-velocity curve of tetanus. This technique yields most of the AS time course, but does not include the rise time and the end of the decay. The result differs from that of Hill in that: a) The maximal intensity reached is less than the tetanic tension (0.92 Po); b) There is no plateau, but one single peak; c) The curve reaches its peak much later than described by Hill. The present work suggests a new method for estimating the complete AS time course. First a muscle model is chosen and its parameters are identified from experimental results (Inbar et al., 1970). Using the results of a single twitch experiment and the identified muscle parameters, the AS time course is calculated. Obviously the coupling tissue, the mechanical filter for the force generated internally by the muscle, has a great influence on the measured force. The model selected for this filter in the new method will be shown greatly to influence the shape of the AS obtained.



II. Methods The experiments were performed in vitro on the gastrocnemius muscles of 22 frogs--"Rana Esculenta". Medium sized frogs were chosen, with an average muscle length of 1o-~ 25 mm. The muscle was bathed at a controlled room temperature of 24 ~ C in a pH-~ 6.9 Ringer solution (In mM/1.: NaCI-116.5; Na2HPO~-2.55; KC1-2.5; CaC1.2H20-1.8; NaH2PO4.HzO-0.45; HIO (dist.)117.1). Carbogen gas (95 % 02; 5 % CO2) was continuously bubbled through the solution. The muscle's tendon was connected by a silk thread to the force transducer, while the proximal part of the Tibio-Fibula, still attached to the muscle; was connected by a stainless steel hook and rod to the electromechanical puller. In order to fulfil the special requirements of the experiment, a new mechanical system was designed. This system, which can perform perfectly and easily all the common muscle experiments, is based on linear movement, using a loudspeaker-like force generator (M.B. Electronics, type-MB 2250 system). The puller has a large displacement amplitude (0.5"), can produce great amounts of force and has a moving part of very low mass. All these qualities are reinforced by connecting the puller in a closed feedback loop. The feedback element is a linear displacement transducer (H.P. Model 7DCDT-250) which enables a system linearity of _+0.5 %, a frequency response from D.C. to 120 Hz, and a mechanical waveform proportional to the input voltage, which was in the parameter identification (PI) experiment trapezoidal. The system's stiffness was measured to be better than 5 gr/gm, its velocity better than 1000 mm/s and its amplitude _+6 mm (at specified linearity). The stimulation was by a Grass $88 stimulator, which also supplied the synchronization pulses to the waveform generator and the oscilloscope. Pulse duration varied between 0.05 and 0.2 ms, while the rate was between 40 to 90 p.p.s, for tetanus. The amplitude was increased until supermaximal stimulation was achieved. Since high levels of stimulation were needed in order to keep the muscle at tetanus for long periods, massive Ag-AgC1 electrodes were chosen. The polarity was reversed after each stimulation. Data from the force transducer (Grass F.T.-03) and the displacement transducer were recorded simultaneously on an F.M. tape recorder (Philips ANA-LOG 7) and a U.V. strip chart recorder (S.E. Lab. 3006). Both had frequency responses of D.C. to 3 kHz.



63 The procedure for the PI experiment and for the evaluation of the AS time course was simple: after fixing the muscle in the bath between the force transducer and the puller at length lo, an isometric twitch was induced. The muscle was then stimulated continuously for a tetanus of 2-3 s. During its contraction the muscle was stretched, held at that length, and then released. The change of length was 1.5-*2% of lo (10--*15% of the physiological range). The rate of change was chosen in order to contain components in the full physiological frequency r a n g e - - u p to 100 Hz. At the end of this tetanus-stretch experiment a single twitch was performed, for comparison with the first one. (Some typical results are shown in Fig. 2.) The whole experiment was terminated when the tetanic tension decreased more than 20 % from one contraction to the next. A comparative study was also carried out on the gastrocnemius muscles of eight decerebrated cats, each weighing between 2 and 4 kgm. Contrary to the frog experiments, these experiments were carried out in vivo for the purpose of lengthening the stimulation time without causing great changes in the muscle's parameters. The cat was fastened to the table, and the muscle's tendon was cut and connected to the mechanical system. The stimulation was done by Ag-AgC1 electrodes, with supermaximal pulses of 0.2 ms duration, at a rate between 40 to 70 p.p.s. The procedure of the experiment was exactly the same as that for the frog, but longer contraction times were attained (5 10 s).



Ill. Muscle Models



Fundamental to the new method for estimating the AS is the assignment of a muscle model, and herein lies its greatest difficulty. Most of the muscle models constructed to date are based on Hill's equation. Since the properties of the series elastic component are easily measured, cach model differs in its description of the contractile component. This component exhibits non-linearities, and, therefore, the model for it should include components which represent the physiological elements responsible for these characteristics. The approach used herein was to choose simple tractable models, lumped and not distributed, constant parameters when possible. Simplifying assumptions were incorporated to gain a simple tool, for estimating the overall shape of the AS time course. The starting point was Brown's (1959) general equation, which describes the external dynamic behavior of muscles. However, his equation has variable parameters which must be mapped independently for each muscle, and therefore is impractical for our purposes. The method used here assumes constant parameters, or parameter dependency on muscle states, i.e. on muscle length, its velocity or its tension. It should be noted that the parameter dependency on muscle states yields nonlinear equations. The general form for the non-linear differential equation which relates muscle tension to muscle length is as follows (Brown, 1959): k T = -"cX + f X -



1 -"cT



(1)



where, total muscle length, is in our calculations the muscle displacement above the initial length 10. The resting tension at 10, being very low relative to the tetanic tension, is being neglected in the calculations. T is therefore the measured muscle tension above its resting level, k, f and r are determined by T and X, thus making the equation a non-linear one. It is easy to interpret this equation in its linear form, when k, f, z are all assumed to be constant. In this case we get a model of the same form as that of Figure 1. Using this model a method has been suggested (Inbar et al., 1970) wherein all of the components of a specified model are computed simultaneously from one simple experiment, by means of a Parameter Identification (P.I.) technique (Kalman, 1958; Hsia and Bailey, 1968). Bearing in mind that assigning a model to the muscle is the first step in determining the AS time course, this method was chosen because of its simplicity, accuracy, and ability to separate the active force generator from the passive components of the muscle's model. Several linear and non-linear models were tested and,, for each, an attempt was made to provide a plausible physiological explanation. The models proposed for the passive muscle (Inbar et al., 1970) were utilized again in this work for the active muscle, in accordance with Brown's suggestion (Brown, 1959). A few of the models tested are given below. a. Simple Linear Model



The equations obtained from the linearized model can be written as the equilibrium of forces at node (a) in Figure 1 : (2)



K X 1 = C 1 X 2 4- Bf(. 2 + P



(3)



X = X 1 -t- X 2 .
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Fig. 1. A mechanical model of a mnscIe. The simple linear model is obtained by deleting the non-linear component, C 2. X I and X 2 are taken as the displacement about resting length



64 Where P is the active force generating component, assumed to remain constant during tetanus independent of muscle length. Substituting (3) into (2) and assigning T = K X I , we get the model's differential equation: J" = b l X q- bzX q- b 3T + b4P ,



(4)



where b~ are linear transformations of the parameters of the model's equation. This last equation relates the tension developed by the muscle to its total length, the two variables which are recorded continuously at the muscle's tendon. This general equation holds for the passive muscle as well as the active one, and for the muscle in a closed loop reflexive mode. Only the parameters take different values, as has already been shown (Brown, 1959; Inbar et al., 1970). In other words, the general topology, the shape of the model, or the order of the equation remains the same. In the linear model, and the models which follow, the force generator which generates the AS is assumed to be in parallel with the passive components C1 (parallel elastic element) and B (viscosity element), while K represents the series elastic element which lies in the bridges of the contractile machinary. b. Complex Linear Model It is known that an increase in the order of a model will usually improve the quality of its fit to the experimental data. Physiological justification for proceeding beyond a second order equation which incorporates the effects of acceleration and muscle mass could not be found. Such a model can be described by the following generalized equation: T=blJ~ + bz~2 + b3X + b4J'+ bsT + b6P.



d. Length and Velocity Feedback Model Instead of the tension feedback component, another non-linear component was tested (Inbar et al., 1970). This model's force equation is: T = K X 1 = CxX 2 + BX 2 + C3X. ggn(X2)+ C4X. pgn(22)+ P



(8)



where II:X2>0 ggn(f(2)=



[0:22 = 
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